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Abstract Network reconstruction lies at the heart of phylogenetic research. Two well studied classes of
phylogenetic networks include tree-child networks and level-k networks. In a tree-child network, every
non-leaf node has a child that is a tree node or a leaf. In a level-k network, the maximum number of
reticulations contained in a biconnected component is k. Here, we show that level-k tree-child networks
are encoded by their reticulate-edge-deleted subnetworks, which are subnetworks obtained by deleting a
single reticulation edge, if k ≥ 2. Following this, we provide a polynomial-time algorithm for uniquely
reconstructing such networks from their reticulate-edge-deleted subnetworks. Moreover, we show that this
can even be done when considering subnetworks obtained by deleting one reticulation edge from each
biconnected component with k reticulations.
Keywords Phylogenetic network · Network encoding · Tree-child networks · Reticulate-edge-deleted
subnetworks
1 Introduction
Phylogenetic trees are instrumental in representing the evolutionary history of a set of species X . Leaves
(extant species) are bijectively labelled by X , and speciation events are depicted by internal nodes (non-
extant species). Though powerful in their own right, phylogenetic trees are limited by their inability to
display complex evolutionary events such as horizontal gene transfers, hybridizations, and recombina-
tions [22]. For such reticulate (non-treelike) events, there has been increased interest in employing phylo-
genetic networks instead, which are generalizations of phylogenetic trees to directed acyclic graphs [11,18].
In recent years, heavy focus has been cast upon the reconstruction of phylogenetic networks. Many
existing methods of tree reconstruction such as maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood, and distance-
based methods have been adapted to network reconstruction [1,7,8,11,17,23]. In this paper, we tackle the
reconstruction problem through a building block approach. Building blocks are generally some class of
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Fig. 1 A level-4 tree-child network N on the set of species X = {a, . . . , n}. Though N is a directed acyclic graph, the edge
directions are omitted to avoid cluttering. The arcs are directed downwards. The leaf pair {e, f} is a cherry since they share
a common parent. The leaf pair {a, b} is a reticulated cherry since the parent of a is also the parent of the parent of b.
subnetworks, e.g. binets [15], trinets [10], or trees, used to infer the original network. A potential problem
here is that there could be more than one network with the same building blocks. When considering trees
as building blocks, Pardi and Scornavacca somewhat resolved this distinguishability issue by considering
‘canonical forms’ of networks; however the problem still persists in general [21]. Therefore the goal in
any building block approach is to see if it encodes the network. We say that a network is encoded by a
certain building block if given two networks containing the same set of this building block, the networks
are isomorphic.
It has been shown by Huber et al. in [9] that there exist networks which are not encoded by all
subnetworks (called subnets) induced on proper subsets of the taxa. This is not to say that subnets do
not encode many networks; in fact, it has been shown time and time again that considering topologically
restricted classes of networks can help bypass this complication [5,14,15,25]. Two of the more prominent
network classes are the tree-child networks [4] and the level-k networks [16]. In a tree-child network, every
non-leaf node has a child that is a tree node (nodes with indegree-1 and outdegree-2) or a leaf (nodes
with indegree-1 and outdegree-0). In a level-k network, the maximum number of reticulations (nodes with
indegree-2 and outdegree-1) in a biconnected component (blob) is k (see Figure 1 for an example of a
level-4 tree-child network).
In this paper, we show that binary level-k tree-child networks, where k ≥ 2 are encoded by reticulate-
edge-deleted subnetworks, which are subnetworks obtained by deleting a single reticulation edge. In fact,
we prove an even stronger result that this network class is encoded by its Maximum Lower-Level Subnet-
works (MLLSs), the subnetworks obtained by deleting a reticulation edge from every level-k biconnected
component. We do so by exploiting the fact that tree-child networks contain either a cherry or a reticu-
lated cherry [2]. Cherries need not be reconstructed, since they stay intact in every MLLS; therefore we
focus on reconstructing reticulated cherries and show that they are uniquely reconstructible through an
exhaustive case study. In proving this result, we explore ‘blob trees’, an underlying tree of a network,
introduced initially by Gusfield and Bansal [6]. These labelled trees are obtained from networks by col-
lapsing every biconnected component to a single node, labelling the node by its set of leaf-descendants,
and removing the leaves. In this paper we introduce the class of valid networks; for such a class, we show
that we can reconstruct the blob tree of the original network from the blob trees of all MLLSs (Theo-
rem 3). The class of tree-child networks are contained within the class of valid networks, and therefore
the result also follows for tree-child networks.
In related literature, it has been shown that tree-child networks are encoded by trinets [14] but not by
trees (see Figure 2). Gambette et al. [5] showed that level-1 networks (which are necessarily tree-child)
with girth (shortest cycle in underlying graph) at least 5 are reconstructible from their triplets. The
triplets are phylogenetic trees on 3 leaves; as the set of triplets can be computed from the set of all
displayed trees of the network, level-1 networks of girth at least 5 are encoded by trees and therefore by
their MLLSs. Others have also constructed level-1 networks (also called gt-networks) from trees. Nakhleh
et al. showed that it was possible to find a level-1 network with the minimum number of reticulations that
displays an input of two binary trees in polynomial time if such a network exists [19]. In the same paper,
they also considered the following problem, which we restate using our notation. Given an input of two
nonbinary trees, find a level-1 network N with one reticulation such that N displays two MLLSs that are
refinements of the two input nonbinary trees, if such a network exists. Huynh et al. [12] generalized this
result by showing that one can find a level-1 network with the minimal number of reticulations for an
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input size of at least two nonbinary trees, if such a network exists. They did not however consider whether
the output network was unique, which is our focus for this paper. In particular, we focus on showing that
certain networks are uniquely defined by their MLLSs and that they can be uniquely reconstructed from
them; this is fundamentally different from the problem of finding a most parsimonious network for a set
of trees – which, coincidentally, is a subset of MLLSs for a level-1 network.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we define essential terms relevant to this paper,
including MLLSs and the notion of encoding / reconstructibility. Section 3 presents the definitions and
the key results on blob trees. In Section 4 we investigate the possible topologies for each leaf pair. Per
our definition, there are 5 possibilities for each leaf pair up to isomorphism, and we develop a method for
reconstructing a blob containing a particular leaf pair topology. In Section 5, we show our main result for
this paper, that binary level-k ≥ 2 tree-child networks are reconstructible from their MLLSs (Theorem 6).
A polynomial-time (in the size of the leaf set and the MLLS set) algorithm for reconstructing tree-child
networks from their MLLSs follows naturally from our proof, and we present this in Section 6. In the last
section, we conclude with some discussion of potential future directions.
2 Preliminaries and Definitions
Definition 1 Let X be a non-empty finite set. A rooted binary phylogenetic network N on X is a directed
acyclic graph (a directed graph with no directed cycles) in which every node is in one of the following
categories:
1. one node of indegree-0 and outdegree-1 (the root);
2. |X | nodes of indegree-1 and outdegree-0 (leaf nodes or leaves);
3. nodes of indegree-1 and outdegree-2 (tree nodes); and
4. nodes of indegree-2 and outdegree-1 (reticulations).
The leaves are bijectively labelled with label set X , where the leaf set is sometimes denoted L(N).
We will henceforth refer to rooted binary phylogenetic networks as networks. The edges feeding into
reticulations are called reticulation edges and each non-reticulation edge is called a tree edge. We write v ∈
N to denote that v is a node in N . Given an edge (x, y) in N , we say that x is a parent of y and y is
a child of x. A directed path of length n from x to y is a sequence of edges (v0, v1), . . . , (vn−1, vn) such
that x = v0, y = vn, where vi is a parent of vi+1 for i = 0, . . . , n − 1. The node x is an ancestor of /
above y, or y is a descendant of / below x if there is a directed path from x to y in N . Two nodes are
incomparable if neither nodes are above the other. The network N is tree-child if every non-leaf node
in N is a parent of a tree node or a leaf. A tree path is a directed path that contains no reticulations
except possibly for its starting node. It is easy to see that, for each node v of a tree-child network, there
exists a tree path to a leaf.
Two networks N,N ′ on X are isomorphic if there exists a bijection f between the vertices of N and
the vertices of N ′ such that (u, v) is an edge of N if and only if (f(u), f(v)) is an edge of N ′ and each
leaf of N is mapped to a leaf of N ′ with the same label.
Definition 2 Deleting a node x from a network is the action of removing x and all of its incident edges
from N . Deleting an edge (x, y) from a network is the action of removing (x, y) from N .
A cut-node is a node of a network whose deletion disconnects the network. A cut-edge is an edge of
a network whose deletion disconnects the network. A pendant subnetwork of a network N is obtained by
deleting a cut-edge (x, y) from N and taking the connected component containing y. A pendant subtree
is a pendant subnetwork that is a tree.
Definition 3 A biconnected component of a network N is a maximal subgraph with at least three nodes
such that no node of the subgraph is a cut-node of the subgraph. A blob is either a biconnected component
or a tree node that is not in a biconnected component.
We say N is a level-k network, denoted lvl(N) = k, if the maximum number of reticulations contained
in any biconnected component is k [16]. A level-0 network is a tree (a network with no reticulations).
Since the level of a blob is the number of reticulations it contains, a tree node that is not in a biconnected
component is a level-0 blob.
We say that a network N on X displays a network N ′ on X if some subgraph N ′′ of N is a subdivision
of N ′ (i.e., if N ′′ can be obtained from N ′ by replacing directed edges by directed paths). An alternative
view of when a network is displayed by another network is based on cleaning up a directed acyclic graph.
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Definition 4 Cleaning up a directed acyclic graph is the act of applying the following operations until
none is applicable:
1. delete an unlabelled outdegree-0 node;
2. suppress an indegree-1 outdegree-1 node (i.e., if (u, v), (v, w) are edges in a graph where v is an
indegree-1 outdegree-1 vertex, we suppress v by deleting the node v and adding an edge (u,w).);
3. replace a pair of parallel edges by a single edge, i.e., delete one of the parallel edges and suppress both
the parent node and the child node.
Note that cleaning up a directed acyclic graph, obtained from a network on X by deleting, for each
reticulation, at most one of the incoming reticulation edges, returns a network on X .
Lemma 1 If a network N on X displays a network N ′ on X, then we can obtain N ′ from N by deleting,
for each reticulation, at most one of the two incoming reticulation edges, and subsequently cleaning up.
Proof. Since N displays N ′, some subgraph of N is a subdivision of N ′. Because of this, there is an
embedding of N ′ into N where the nodes and edges of N ′ are mapped to nodes and paths of N , such
that these paths are edge-disjoint. Without loss of generality, this embedding contains the root of N . For
each reticulation of which exactly one incoming reticulation edge is used by the embedding, delete the
other incoming reticulation edge, and subsequently clean up the directed acyclic graph. We claim that
all unused edges in the embedding have been removed in the resultant network M .
Suppose not. Then there exists an edge inM that is not used in the embedding of N ′ into N . Consider
a lowest such edge (x, y).
Node y cannot be a leaf of N because all leaves of N are in the embedding of N ′ into N .
Now suppose that y is a tree node of N . It is not possible that an outgoing edge of y is in the
embedding, because the root of the embedding is the root of N . Hence, the outgoing edges of y are not
in the embedding. At least one of these outgoing edges of y is in M because otherwise y would have been
deleted by cleaning up rule 1. Hence, at least one outgoing edge of y is in M but not in the embedding
of N ′ into N , contradicting the assumption that (x, y) is a lowest such edge.
Hence, y is a reticulation. If the other incoming edge of the reticulation is also not in the embedding,
it follows similarly to the previous case that the outgoing edge of y is in M but not in the embedding,
contradicting the assumption that (x, y) is a lowest such edge. Hence, exactly one incoming edge of y is
used by the embedding. Therefore, the other incoming edge, (x, y), has been deleted, contradicting the
assumption that (x, y) is an edge of M .
This implies that every edge in M is used in the embedding of N ′ into N . Since in addition all
indegree-1 outdegree-1 nodes have been suppressed by cleaning up rule 2, we have that M is N ′.
Let N (N) denote the set of all networks on X that are displayed by a network N on X , excluding N
itself. The networks in N (N) are called the subnetworks of N . A class C of networks is called subnetwork-
reconstructible if for any two networks N,N ′ ∈ C with N (N) = N (N ′), we have that N and N ′ are
isomorphic.
A related but subtly different notion is the following. Let N be a level-k network. Then N k−1(N)
denotes the set of subnetworks of N that are of level at most k− 1. The networks in N k−1(N) are called
the lower-level subnetworks of N . Then a class C of networks is called level-reconstructible if for any two
networks N,N ′ ∈ C of level-k and N k−1(N) = N k−1(N ′), we have that N and N ′ are isomorphic. Note
that if a network is level-reconstructible then it is subnetwork-reconstructible. The converse is not true
in general, and an example of this is shown in Figure 2.
In this paper we prove a result that is stronger than level-reconstructibility. We first define a type of
reticulation edge deletion, and we introduce a corresponding subclass of networks.
Definition 5 A reticulation edge deletion is valid if the resulting subnetwork, after cleaning up, contains
exactly 2 nodes and 3 edges fewer than the original network, i.e., only the reticulation edge is deleted
and its endpoints suppressed. A reticulation edge deletion is invalid otherwise. Call a reticulation edge
valid / invalid if its deletion is valid / invalid.
Definition 6 Networks are valid if all reticulation edges in the network are valid.
An example of a valid reticulation edge is shown in Figure 3.
Lemma 2 All reticulation edges in a tree-child network are valid.
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Fig. 2 Networks N and N ′ are non-isomorphic but have the same lower-level subnetworks. Hence, any class containing N
and N ′ is not level-reconstructible. However, these networks have different subnetworks: N1 is a subnetwork of N but not
of N ′; N2 is a subnetwork of N ′ but not of N . So {N,N ′} is subnetwork-reconstructible.
Proof. Let N be a tree-child network and suppose for a contradiction that deleting some reticulation
edge e = (u, v) is invalid. We note that v is a reticulation. As N is tree-child, we also have that u is
a tree node. Therefore, after deleting e, u and v will each be indegree-1 outdegree-1 nodes, and will be
suppressed by cleaning up. This removes a total of 2 nodes and 3 edges. Hence, to show that e is valid,
it remains to show that no further cleaning up occurs after deleting e and suppressing u and v. As all
remaining nodes have the same indegree-and outdegree-as before, there are no unlabelled out-degree 0
nodes and no remaining indegree-1 outdegree-1 nodes. So we just need to show that deleting e creates no
parallel edges.
We split the proof into three sub-cases. First assume that suppressing u results in the creation of paral-
lel edges. Then we must have that u is contained in a ‘triangle’ with nodes x, y and edges (x, u), (x, y), (u, y).
But then y is a reticulation, implying that u is the parent of two reticulations y and v. Thus u has no
child that is a tree node or a leaf, contradicting the tree-child property of N . Next assume that suppress-
ing v results in the creation of parallel edges. Then we must have that v is contained in a triangle with
nodes x, y and edges (x, v), (x, y), (v, y). But then y is a reticulation, implying that v is the parent of a
reticulation y. Thus v has no child that is a tree node or a leaf, contradicting the tree-child property of N .
Finally assume that suppressing both u and v results in the creation of parallel edges. Then we must have
that e formed the central edge of a ‘diamond’ with nodes x, y and edges (x, u), (x, v), (u, v), (u, y), (v, y).
However this cannot occur since the child of v, y, would be a reticulation, which again contradicts the
tree-child property of N .
Therefore, every reticulation edge of a tree-child network is valid.
a b c a b c a b a ba b c a b c
N2 N
′
2
N3 N
′
3
N1 N
′
1
Fig. 3 Three networks N1, N2, N3 with their respective maximum subnetworks N ′1, N
′
2
, N ′
3
obtained by deleting the red
reticulation edge and subsequently cleaning up. The red reticulation edge in N1 is valid, however the red dashed reticulation
edges in N2 and N3 are invalid. The subnetwork N ′2 contains 4 fewer nodes and 6 fewer edges than N2, and N
′
3
contains 3
fewer nodes and 5 fewer edges than N3.
The above lemma does not hold for general networks (see Figure 3). Intuitively, Lemma 2 states
that removing any reticulation edge from a tree-child network is self-contained, and it does not affect any
other reticulations within the network. No additional information is ‘lost’ when deleting valid reticulation
edges. In particular, Lemma 2 implies that tree-child networks are valid.
From here onwards, it is implicitly assumed that the networkN ′ obtained by deleting some reticulation
edges from N undergoes cleaning up.
Definition 7 A maximum subnetwork of a network N is a subnetwork obtained by a single reticulation
edge deletion from N .
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Fig. 4 Visual aid for the proof of Lemma 3. The left case is when N ′ contains a reticulation t that is a parent of a
reticulation r. The right case is when a tree node t is a parent of two reticulations. In either case, the red dashed edge (u, v)
must be inserted in these particular places to obtain N , and in either case N is not tree-child.
Lemma 3 Every maximum subnetwork of a tree-child network is tree-child.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a tree-child network N with a maximum subnetwork N ′ that is not
tree-child. Then there exists a node t in N ′ such that all of its children are reticulations. Let (u, v) be
the reticulation edge deleted from N to obtain N ′. Since t has a tree node as a child in N , node u must
be a child of t in N . Hence, (t, u) and (u, r) are edges in N , for some child r of t in N ′. But then N is
not tree-child as u is the parent of only reticulations v and r, a contradiction (see Figure 4).
Definition 8 For k ≥ 1, a maximum lower-level subnetwork (MLLS) of a level-k network N is a subnet-
work obtained by deleting exactly one valid reticulation edge from every level-k blob in N . Let Nmlls(N)
denote the set of all MLLSs of N .
Observe that, as long as Nmlls(N) is a non-empty set, it is equal to the set of all subnetworks of N
with level at most k − 1 and a maximum number of edges.
By considering each reticulation edge deletion separately, it follows from Lemma 3 that the MLLSs
of a tree-child network are tree-child.
A class C of networks is calledMLLS-reconstructible if for any two networksN,N ′ ∈ C withNmlls(N) =
Nmlls(N ′), we have that N and N ′ are isomorphic. Because all MLLSs are lower level subnetworks of N ,
we have Nmlls(N) ⊆ N k−1(N). Therefore, if a class of networks is MLLS-reconstructible, then it is
level-reconstructible. The converse also holds for valid networks.
Lemma 4 Let N be a level-k valid network. Then we may obtain N k−1(N) from Nmlls(N).
Proof. Let M ∈ N k−1(N). As M is a lower-level subnetwork of N , by Lemma 1, M must have been
obtained from N by deleting at least one reticulation edge, say ei, from every level-k blob, say Bi, in N ,
and deleting some reticulation edges from other blobs. By definition of MLLSs, there must exist an
MLLS N ′ ∈ Nmlls(N) that was obtained from N by deleting ei from Bi. Then clearly, some subnetwork
of N ′, obtained by deleting the rest of the reticulation edges, is M . That is, N k−1(N) is precisely the
set of all subnetworks of the networks of Nmlls(N), and the networks of Nmlls(N) (i.e., N k−1(N) =
Nmlls(N) ∪
⋃
M∈Nmlls(N)N (M)).
Corollary 1 Given a class C of networks containing only valid networks, if the class is level-reconstructible,
then it is MLLS-reconstructible.
Proof. Let N,N ′ ∈ C with Nmlls(N) = Nmlls(N ′). By Lemma 4, this implies that N k−1(N) =
N k−1(N ′). As the class is level-reconstructible, we have that N and N ′ must be isomorphic.
Note that this result does not hold in general, as networks may contain invalid reticulation edges that
cannot be deleted to obtain an MLLS.
Observation 1 Let C be a class of networks. If C is MLLS-reconstructible, then C is also level-reconstructible.
If C is level-reconstructible, then C is also subnetwork-reconstructible.
We will henceforth assume that all considered networks are binary tree-child networks on a non-empty
set of taxa X , unless stated otherwise.
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3 Blob Trees
In this section we show how to reconstruct a blob tree, the underlying tree of a network. The tree has a
similar construction as the ‘blobbed trees’ in [6] with further modifications.
Definition 9 The blob tree of a network N , denoted BT (N), is the labelled tree obtained by applying
the following:
1. contract every blob into a single node, and label each node, except for the root node, by the leaf-
descendant set of the top node of the blob;
2. delete all leaf nodes.
We call the nodes in BT (N) blob nodes.
An example of a blob tree is illustrated in Figure 5.
a b c d a b c d a b c d
fa; : : : ; dg fa; bg fc; dg
fa; : : : ; dg
fa; : : : ; dg
fa; b; cg
fb; cg
1 2
N N
1
N
2BT (N) BT (N1) BT (N2)
Fig. 5 A tree-child network N , its maximum subnetworks N1, N2 obtained from deleting edges 1 and 2 respectively,
together with their blob trees.
We refer to the top nodes of blobs as pure nodes. In the case of a level-0 blob, this top node is simply
the tree node itself. Let x denote the pure node of some blob B of some network N . Then descN (x) =
descN(B) denotes the set of leaf-descendants of x (and thus B) in N .
For a general network N , it is possible for BT (N) to contain two nodes with the same label if there
is a blob in N of indegree-1 and outdegree-1. However the same cannot occur in tree-child networks, due
to the following lemma.
Lemma 5 Let N be a tree-child network on X, let A ⊆ X and let x be a highest tree node with descN(x) =
A. If a tree node y 6= x also has descN(y) = A then one child of x is a reticulation r such that y is below x
and y is above r. Hence, x is the unique highest tree node with descN(x) = A and all other tree nodes y
with descN(y) = A are in the same blob.
Proof. Let y 6= x be a tree node with descN (y) = A. To begin, note that y must be either above or
below x. To see this, note that by the tree-child property of N , there exists a leaf l that is reached by x
via a tree path. Then for y to be an ancestor of l, y must be either above or below x. Hence, x is the
unique highest tree node with descN (x) = A and y is below x.
By the tree-child property of N , either x can have two children that are tree nodes or leaves, or x can
have one tree node or leaf child and one reticulation child. Let c1, c2 denote the children of x, and by the
tree-child property of N , there exist leaves l1, l2 that are reached by c1, c2 via tree paths respectively.
First suppose that the two children c1, c2 of x are tree nodes or leaves. Then for y to be an ancestor
of both l1 and l2, y must be an ancestor of both c1 and c2, contradicting that y 6= x is below x.
Hence, one of the two children of x, is a reticulation r. Without loss of generality, r = c1. It remains
to show that y is above c1. Since y is an ancestor of l1, and there is a tree path from c1 to l1, node y is
either above or below c1. Suppose for contradiction that y is below c1. Since y is also an ancestor of l2,
there exists a directed path from y to l2. This path must pass through x since the path from x to l2 is a
tree path. This is a directed path from y to x. However, since there is also a directed path from x to y
(via c1), and y 6= x, it follows that there exists a directed cycle, a contradiction.
The following corollary follows immediately from Lemma 5.
Corollary 2 Let N be a tree-child network. Then its blob tree BT (N) contains nodes with unique labels.
Due to this, we identify blob nodes by their node labels, e.g., for a blob B in N with descN(B) = A,
the corresponding blob node in BT (N) is A.
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3.1 On Reticulated Cherries
Let x and y be two non-reticulation nodes in a network N . Let px, py be the parents of x, y respectively,
where py is a reticulation and px is a parent of py. Let gy denote the parent of py that is not px (see
Figure 6 (a)). We call the subgraph of N induced by the nodes x, y, px, py, and gy a reticulated cherry
shape. We will refer to the reticulated cherry shape as 〈x, y〉 and say that the nodes x and y form the
reticulated cherry shape. In this case we say that the reticulation is on y and that the reticulation py is
in the reticulated cherry shape 〈x, y〉. This notion is a generalization of the reticulated cherries defined
by Bordewich et al. in [1], in which both x and y are leaves.
Lemma 6 In a tree-child network, all reticulations are in a reticulated cherry shape. Moreover, for k ≥ 1,
there is at least one reticulation in each level-k blob that is in a reticulated cherry shape formed by two
nodes outside of the blob.
Proof. Let N be a tree-child network and consider a reticulation r in an arbitrarily chosen blob B. By
the tree-child property, r must have a non-reticulation child y and two tree node parents t1, t2. The child
of t1 that is not r must be a non-reticulation x. Then r is in a reticulated cherry shape formed by x
and y.
Now consider a lowest tree node a in B. If both children of a were to be non-reticulations then at
least one of the children would also be contained in B, contradicting our choice of a. If both children
of a were to be reticulations then the network would no longer be tree-child, a contradiction. Thus, one
child of a is a reticulation, say c, and the other a non-reticulation, say x. The child of c, say y, must be
a non-reticulation as the network is tree-child, and thus B contains a reticulated cherry shape formed
by two nodes x, y. Moreover, x and y are outside of B because they are either leaves or tree nodes, and
below a lowest tree node in B.
A reticulated cherry shape 〈x, y〉 is called a lowest reticulated cherry shape of a blob B, if the parent px
of x is a lowest tree node of B. This implies that x and y are not contained in B, as shown in the proof
of Lemma 6.
Suppose we are given a reticulated cherry shape 〈x, y〉 with the reticulation on y and let gy be the
parent of py that is not px. We use the following operations defined by Bordewich et al. [1].
– cutting 〈x, y〉 is the operation of deleting (px, py) and suppressing px and py.
– isolating 〈x, y〉 is the operation of deleting (gy, py) and suppressing gy and py.
Let N ′ be a maximum subnetwork of a tree-child network N obtained by isolating a lowest reticulated
cherry shape of a blob B. Then there is a pure node in N ′ that is not a pure node in N (Figure 6).
Moreover, if blob B is of level at least 2, the leaf-descendant set of the new pure node is not equal to the
leaf-descendant set of any node in N . This leads to the following observation.
Observation 2 For a tree-child network N and B a level-k blob, with k ≥ 2, there is always a reticulation
edge we can delete from B such that the blob tree of the resulting subnetwork is not equal to BT (N).
x y
px
py
gy
x y
px
(a)
B B0
(b)
Fig. 6 (a) A portion of the network showing a lowest reticulated cherry shape in a blob B. (b) The same portion of the
network after isolating the reticulate cherry shape 〈x, y〉. Note here that px is a pure node in the subnetwork, but px is not
a pure node in the original network.
Now suppose x and y are both leaves. If x and y share a common parent, then they form a cherry.
If x and y forms a reticulated cherry shape then it is a reticulated cherry. The following Lemma from
Bordewich and Semple [2] is essential for our results and will be used extensively throughout the text.
Lemma 7 ( [2]) If N is a tree-child network on at least two leaves, then N contains either a cherry or
a reticulated cherry.
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3.2 Reconstructing the Blob Tree of a Tree-child network
Lemma 8 For a valid network N , if the blob tree BT (N) contains a blob node A then BT (N ′) contains
the blob node A for every maximum subnetwork N ′ of N .
Proof. First suppose that A is a blob node corresponding to a level-0 blob in N . The corresponding node t
in N is not incident to any reticulation edges, so it is not possible to suppress t via a reticulation edge
deletion. Note that a reticulation edge deletion from a blob above or below t would not change the leaf-
descendant set of t. Hence t remains a level-0 blob in all maximum subnetworks of N with leaf-descendant
set A. Thus A is a blob node in all BT (N ′) for all maximum subnetworks N ′ of N .
Now suppose that A is a blob node corresponding to a blob of level at least 1. Suppose t is the corre-
sponding pure node in N . If t is not incident to a reticulation edge then there is no way of suppressing t
by means of edge deletions and any reticulation edge deletion will not change the leaf-descendant set of t.
Hence, t is a pure node with leaf-descendant set A in all maximum subnetworks of N . If on the other
hand there is a reticulation r with edges (t, r), (s, r) then let c be the child of t that is a tree node (it is
possible that c = s). Because t is the top node of the blob, there is a directed path from t to s, which must
include c. Hence there is a directed path from c to s and to r. Therefore, we have descN (r) ⊆ descN (c).
So descN (c) = descN(c) ∪ descN (r) = descN (t) = A. We now use the fact that, after a valid edge dele-
tion, only the endpoints of the edge are suppressed in the resultant maximum subnetwork. The maximum
subnetwork where (t, r) is deleted contains c as a pure node, and hence A is a blob node in its blob tree.
The maximum subnetwork where (s, r) is deleted contains t as a pure node, and hence A is a blob node
in its blob tree. The maximum subnetwork where some other reticulation edge is deleted contains t as a
pure node, and hence A is a blob node in its blob tree. Thus A is a blob node in BT (N ′) for all maximum
subnetworks N ′ of N .
Lemma 9 For a valid network N , if BT (N ′) contains a blob node A for every maximum subnetwork N ′
of N then BT (N) also contains the blob node A.
Proof. Consider some lowest reticulation r in N such that r is the ancestor of some a ∈ A. Let c be the
child of r in N . Since r is of outdegree-1, we have descN (r) = descN(c). We may assume descN (r) 6= A,
as otherwise c is the root of a pendant subtree spanning A in N , and consequently A is a blob node
in BT (N). Let (u, r), (v, r) be the edges leading into r. Let N ′, N ′′ be the maximum subnetworks of N
obtained by deleting (u, r), (v, r) respectively. Note here that every node x in N ′ or N ′′ is also a node
in N . We now examine the relations between descN (r) and A exhaustively.
– Suppose descN (r) 6⊂ A and A 6⊂ descN (r). We show that there is no node in N ′ that has leaf-
descendant set A. By assumption, there exists a node a′ ∈ descN (r) such that a′ /∈ A. Then, a′ ∈
descN ′(c). Let x be a node in N
′ (which is also a node in N). We examine the relations between x
and c in N ′ exhaustively.
– If x is an ancestor of c in N ′ then descN ′(x) 6= A since a′ ∈ descN ′(c) ⊆ descN ′(x).
– If x is a descendant of c in N ′ then descN ′(x) 6= A since A 6⊂ descN ′(c).
– If x is incomparable to c in N ′ then descN ′(x) 6= A since a /∈ descN ′(x) by assumption that r was
the lowest reticulation above a.
It follows that A is not in BT (N ′), and this case is not possible. The only possibilities then, are
either A ( descN(r) or descN (r) ( A.
By assumption, BT (N ′) and BT (N ′′) both contain A. Because of this, there are corresponding pure
nodes x′, x′′ in N ′, N ′′ (also in N) respectively with descN ′(x
′) = descN ′′(x
′′) = A.
– Suppose A ( descN (r). Then x
′ must be a descendant of c in N ′, implying that x′ must be a
descendant of r in N . We claim that x′ is a pure node in N with descN (x
′) = A. If x′ is not a pure
node in N then there exists a reticulation s 6= r below x′ where s and x′ are contained in the same blob
in which x′ is not the top-node, in N . The edge deletion does not suppress or delete the node s, since s
is a descendant of r, and any directed path from r to s is of length at least 2. Then, s is a reticulation
that is below r such that the leaf-descendant set of s contains an element of A. This contradicts our
choice of r, so x′ must be a pure node in N . Furthermore, we must have descN (x
′) = descN ′(x
′) = A
where the first equality holds as deleting a reticulation edge from above a node does not change its
leaf-descendant set in the resultant subnetwork. Then x′ must be a pure node in N with descN (x
′) = A
and we are done.
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– So we may assume descN (r) ( A. We now claim that descN (v) ⊆ A. Suppose not. Noting that v is
not suppressed in N ′ (since N is a valid network), and since descN ′(v) = descN (v), we split into the
three possible cases for the relation between x′ and v in N ′.
– If x′ is an ancestor of v then it is also an ancestor of b /∈ A in N ′ for some b ∈ descN ′(v), a
contradiction.
– If x′ is incomparable to v then x′ is also incomparable to c in N ′. Then, since a ∈ A is a leaf-
descendant of x′ in N ′, there is a reticulation s below r in N such that s is an ancestor of a, which
contradicts our choice of r.
– If x′ is a descendant of v then it must either be incomparable to or be a descendant of c in N ′.
• If x′ is incomparable to c in N ′, then we reach a contradiction by the same argument as above.
• If x′ is a descendant of c in N ′, then as descN ′(c) ( A (since descN (r) = descN ′(c)) we have
that descN ′(x
′) ( A, a contradiction.
Thus we have that descN (v) ⊆ A. By an analogous reasoning on x′′ inN ′′, we have that descN (u) ⊆ A.
It follows that x′ must be an ancestor of v in N ′, and so x′ must be an ancestor of v in N . It also follows
that x′ must be an ancestor of u in N to ensure that there is a path from x′ to the leaf-descendants
of u in N ′.
We now claim that x′ is also a pure node in N with leaf-descendant set A. Indeed, adding the
edge (u, r) to N ′ (after undoing any cleaning up) only joins descendants of x′, implying x′ has leaf-
descendant set A in N . Furthermore, it cannot add any nodes that are not descended from x′ to the
blob containing x′. It follows that x′ remains a pure node in N with leaf-descendant set A.
By combining the previous two lemmas, we see that the blob trees of valid networks are reconstructible
from their maximum subnetworks.
Theorem 1 For a valid network N , given a set A ⊆ X, the blob tree BT (N) contains the blob node A
if and only if BT (N ′) contains the blob node A for every maximum subnetwork N ′ of N .
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 8 and 9.
We can prove a similar result for MLLSs.
Theorem 2 Let N be a level-k valid network, with k ≥ 1. Given a set A ⊆ X, the blob tree BT (N)
contains the blob node A if and only if BT (Nmlls) contains A for every MLLS Nmlls of N .
Proof. Suppose first that the blob tree BT (N) contains the node A, and let Nmlls be an MLLS of N
obtained by deleting the edges in the set E = {e1, . . . , em}. Consider the maximum subnetwork N ′ of N
obtained by deleting the reticulation edge e1. By Theorem 1, BT (N
′) contains the blob node A. Now
consider the maximum subnetwork N ′′ of N ′ obtained by deleting the reticulation edge e2. Then BT (N
′′)
contains the blob node A by Theorem 1. Continuing in this fashion for all edges in E shows thatBT (Nmlls)
contains the blob node A.
Now suppose that A is not a blob node of BT (N). We prove that then there exists an MLLS Nmlls
of N such that BT (Nmlls) does not contain the blob node A. Let B denote the blob in N with leaf-
descendant set D, such that D is the smallest set that contains A. Consequently, if there exists a pure
node in an MLLS Nmlls of N with leaf-descendant set A, then it must be a node that was originally in
the blob B. Now observe that deleting reticulation edges from blobs that are not B do not affect the
leaf-descendant set of nodes in B. Then we may assume, without loss of generality, that N is a single
blob network. But then by Theorem 1, A is not a blob node in BT (Nmlls), for some MLLS Nmlls of N .
We call a set A ⊆ X a foundation node of N if BT (N) contains the node A. Let F(N) be the set of
all foundation nodes of N .
Theorem 3 For a level-k valid network N , with k ≥ 1, its blob tree BT (N) is reconstructible from its
MLLSs.
Proof. By Theorem 2, the set of all foundation nodes F(N) consists of the blob nodes that appear in
BT (Nmlls) for every MLLS Nmlls of N . Then, the blob tree BT (N) is the tree with vertex set F(N)
and an edge (A,B) precisely if B ( A and there is no C ∈ F(N) with B ( C ( A.
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3.3 Minimum number of MLLSs to reconstruct the Blob Tree of a Tree-child network
We consider the minimum number of MLLSs required to reconstruct the blob tree of a tree-child network.
Let r be some reticulation in a blob B. We call a node s a pseudo pure node of r if it is a lowest node
in B such that there are two edge disjoint directed paths from s to r.
Lemma 10 Let N be a level-k tree-child network where k ≥ 1. Two maximum subnetworks N ′ and N ′′
of N suffice to reconstruct BT (N).
Proof. Let r be a lowest reticulation in some blob B. Let 〈x, y〉 denote the reticulated cherry shape that
contains r. Let px and py = r be the parents of x and y, respectively, and let gy be the parent of py
that is not px. Let N
′ and N ′′ be the maximum subnetworks of N derived by cutting and isolating 〈x, y〉
respectively. Let F ′ and F ′′ denote the set of foundation nodes of N ′ and N ′′, respectively, that are not
foundation nodes of N . We claim that the intersection of F ′ and F ′′ is empty, from which it follows that
the intersection of the node sets of BT (N ′) and BT (N ′′) contains the foundation nodes of N . Since by
Lemma 8 each foundation node of N is a foundation node of each maximum subnetwork, it follows that
the intersection of the node sets of BT (N ′) and BT (N ′′) is precisely the set of all foundation nodes of N .
Let P ′ denote the set of all pure nodes in N ′ that have leaf-descendant sets in F ′. Similarly let P ′′
denote the set of all pure nodes in N ′′ that have leaf-descendant sets in F ′′. We prove the following claims
regarding the pure nodes of P ′ and P ′′.
Claim 1: Let p ∈ P ′ (p ∈ P ′′). Then p is an ancestor of r in N .
Proof 1: Suppose not. First suppose that p is a descendant of r in N . As r is a lowest reticulation in N , p
is a tree node or a leaf in N ′ (N ′′). If p is a tree node then p must have been a pure node in N to
begin with: the pendant subnetwork rooted at the child of r is an invariant upon obtaining maximum
subnetworks of N , since r is a lowest reticulation. This contradicts the fact that p is an element of P ′
(P ′′). If p is a leaf then p cannot be a pure node in N ′ (N ′′), a contradiction.
Now suppose that p is incomparable to r in N . Let p be the pure node of a blob B′ in N ′ (B′′ in N ′′).
As p is not an ancestor of r in N , p must also not be an ancestor of px nor gy in N . We see that B
′ (B′′)
remains a blob after adding the edge (px, r) to N
′ ((gy, r) to N
′′), and so p remains a pure node in N , a
contradiction.

Claim 2: Let p ∈ P ′ (p ∈ P ′′), and let s be a pseudo pure node of r in N . Then p is a descendant of s
in N and p 6= s.
Proof 2: Suppose not.
If p is equal to or strictly above s then p is an ancestor of both px and gy. Adding the edge (px, r)
to N ′ ((gy, r) to N
′′) only joins descendants of p. Furthermore, it cannot add any nodes that are not
descended from p to the blob in N ′ (N ′′) containing p. It follows that p remains a pure node in N , a
contradiction.
Now suppose that p is incomparable to s. If p is not in the blob B, then as reticulation edge deletions do
not affect other blobs, we have that p must have been a pure node in N . This contradicts our assumption
on p. So p must be in the blob B. Since p is incomparable to s, but p must still be an ancestor of r
by Claim 1, p must be an ancestor of a reticulation r′ such that s is an ancestor of r′ and r′ is an
ancestor of r. The parent of s, denoted ps, is not suppressed in both N
′ and N ′′. Now ps is either above
or incomparable to p, and the two nodes belong to the blob which contains r′ in N ′ (N ′′) (see Figure 7
(a)). It follows that p cannot be a pure node in N ′ (N ′′), which contradicts our assumption.

It remains to show that F ′ ∩ F ′′ = ∅. Let P ′x = {p ∈ P
′ : p is an ancestor of px in N} and let P ′y =
{p ∈ P ′ : p is an ancestor of gy in N}. By Claim 1, we have P ′ = P ′x∪P
′
y. By Claim 2, we have P
′
x∩P
′
y = ∅.
Let P ′′x = {p ∈ P
′′ : p is an ancestor of px in N} and let P ′′y = {p ∈ P
′′ : p is an ancestor of gy in N}.
Similarly we have P ′′ = P ′′x ∪P
′′
y and P
′′
x ∩P
′′
y = ∅. Let a
′ ∈ P ′x, a
′′ ∈ P ′′x , and b
′′ ∈ P ′′y . Let u ∈ descN (x)
and let v ∈ descN (y). Clearly, u ∈ descN ′(a′) and u, v ∈ descN ′′(a′′). By Claim 2, v /∈ descN ′(a′)
and u, v /∈ descN ′′(b′′) (see Figure 7 (b)). This implies that for some A ∈ F ′ such that u ∈ A, we
have A /∈ F ′′. An analogous argument shows that for some B ∈ F ′ such that v ∈ B, we have B /∈ F ′′.
Because of the way in which we defined the network N ′, all foundation nodes in F ′ must contain the
element u or v, but not both. Thus the above two cases cover all foundation nodes in F ′; therefore, F ′
and F ′′ are disjoint.
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Fig. 7 Visual aid for Lemma 10 proof. (a) Proof of Claim 2. Cutting or isolating 〈x, y〉 results in subnetworks where ps
and p lie in the blob containing r′. (b) Proof of the paragraph after Claim 2, which shows that P ′ ∩ P ′′ = ∅.
Let N be a network and let NA be a pendant subnetwork of N rooted by a node with leaf-descendant
set A. Collapsing NA from N means that we replace NA by a leaf A. Let N \ NA denote the network
obtained by collapsing NA from N .
Lemma 11 Let N be a tree-child network, and let NA denote a pendant subnetwork of N rooted at a
node with leaf-descendant set A. Then BT (N \ NA) is obtained from BT (N) by deleting the pendant
subtree rooted at A.
Proof. By definition, there exists a blob node A in BT (N). Note that pendant subnetworks of N uniquely
correspond to a pendant subtree of BT (N), by definition of blob trees and also because node labels of
blob trees are unique for tree-child networks (Corollary 2). Then the pendant subtree of BT (N) rooted
at A is uniquely defined by NA and vice versa: this implies the lemma.
Lemma 12 Let N be a level-k tree-child network with k ≥ 2. Two MLLSs Nmlls1 and N
mlls
2 of N suffice
to reconstruct BT (N). In particular, Nmlls1 is the MLLS obtained by cutting a lowest reticulated cherry
shape in every level-k blob, and Nmlls2 is the MLLS obtained by isolating these reticulated cherry shapes.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the number of level-k blobs l in N . For the base case, there
is only one level-k blob in N . By Lemma 10, we are done.
So suppose now that N contains l ≥ 2 level-k blobs. Consider a lowest level-k blob B in N , and
let A denote the leaf-descendant set of B. Let NA and N
mlls
iA denote the pendant subnetwork of N
and Nmllsi rooted at the pure node with leaf-descendant set A, for i = 1, 2. By Theorem 2, A is a blob
node in BT (Nmllsi ) for i = 1, 2, and therefore such pendant subnetworks exist. Note that the pendant
subnetworks NmllsiA are maximum subnetworks of NA obtained by cutting and isolating the reticulated
cherry shape associated with some lowest reticulation r. By Lemma 10, we have that Nmlls1A and N
mlls
2A
suffice to reconstruct BT (NA). We now collapse N
mlls
iA from the MLLS N
mlls
i for i = 1, 2. Furthermore
we collapse NA from the network N . Note that N \NA is a level-k tree-child network with l − 1 level-k
blobs, and that Nmllsi \N
mlls
iA are MLLSs of N \NA obtained by cutting and isolating a lowest reticulated
cherry shape from every level-k blob, for i = 1, 2 respectively. By the induction hypothesis, these two
MLLSs of N \NA suffice to reconstruct BT (N \NA). Now by Lemma 11, we have that BT (N) is the blob
tree obtained by appending BT (NA) to BT (N \NA). We append BT (NA) to the node C in BT (N \NA),
such that A ⊆ C, and there exists no node D ∈ BT (N \NA) where A ⊆ D ⊆ C.
Given N,Nmlls1 , and N
mlls
2 as in the setting of Lemma 12, the foundation nodes of N can be found
by taking the intersection of the foundation nodes of Nmlls1 and that of N
mlls
2 . Then, BT (N) can be
reconstructed as in the proof of Theorem 3.
3.4 Identifying the level-k blobs of a Tree-child network
We now show that given the MLLSs, it is possible to identify which foundation nodes correspond to a
level-k blob in the original tree-child network.
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Lemma 13 Let N be a level-k tree child network with k ≥ 2. A blob of N is level-k′ < k if and only if
the set of children of the corresponding blob node in BT (Nmlls), for every Nmlls ∈ Nmlls(N), is precisely
the set of children of the blob node in BT (N).
Proof. Suppose B is a level-k′ < k blob in N . Then B remains intact (no reticulation edges deleted) in
all MLLSs of N . Let B′ be a blob in N that is directly below B, and let e denote the outgoing edge
from B to the pure node of B′. The edge e is not suppressed in any MLLS of N . And since edges are
deleted to obtain MLLSs of N , we have that the number of leaves that are below the edge e (below the
child of e) stays the same since blobs are biconnected. By Theorem 2, every node in BT (N) is a node
in BT (Nmlls) for all MLLSs Nmlls of N . Furthermore for tree-child networks, the node labels in blob
trees are unique. Then the blob node of B must have the blob node of B′ as one of its children in the blob
tree of all MLLSs. Since B′ was chosen arbitrarily, this implies that the set of children of the blob node
in BT (Nmlls), for every Nmlls ∈ Nmlls(N), is precisely the set of children of the blob node in BT (N).
For the other direction, we prove the contrapositive. Suppose B is a level-k blob inN , and let descN (B) =
A. By Observation 2, we can isolate a lowest reticulated cherry in B to obtain an MLLS Nmlls of N
where BT (Nmlls) is different from BT (N). In this construction ofNmlls, there exists a pure node inNmlls
which was not a pure node in N . Then the set of children of A in BT (Nmlls) is not the same as the set
of children of A in BT (N).
Figure 8 illustrates Lemma 13 with a level-4 tree-child network N . The blob trees of its MLLSs are
taken, from which the blob tree of N can be reconstructed (Theorem 2). Then, it can be seen that the
set of children of the blob node {a, . . . , n} in BT (Ni) for i = 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 differs from the the set of
children of {a, . . . , n} in BT (N). Hence, the blob with leaf-descendant set {a, . . . , n} is of level-4. Since
the children of the other blob nodes do not change, the blobs with leaf-descendant sets {a, b, c}, {e, f}
and {k, . . . , n} are blobs of level lower than 4.
4 Leaf pair analysis
In order to reconstruct a tree-child network from its MLLSs, we require a way of locating the position of
the missing reticulation edges. In this section, we show that studying the topology of a leaf pair in the
MLLSs gives enough information to infer the topology of those same leaves in the original network. The
next section will show how we can use this to find the location of the missing reticulation edge of each
blob by choosing the appropriate leaf pair.
We use the inter-node distance as defined by Bordewich and Semple [2]. For our purposes, we slightly
tweak the definition by allowing the endpoints to be non-leaf nodes.
Definition 10 Let N be a network and let x, y ∈ N . An up-down path of length p from x to y is a
sequence of nodes x = v0, v1, v2, . . . , vp−1, vp = y in N , such that for some 0 ≤ i ≤ p, N contains the
edges
(vi, vi−1), . . . , (v1, x)
and
(vi, vi+1), (vi+1, vi+2), . . . , (vp−1, y).
The node vi is the apex of this up-down path. The length of a shortest xy up-down path P in N is
denoted dN (x, y).
Note that the shortest up-down distance dN (x, y) in a network N may not necessarily be the shortest
distance in the underlying undirected graph of N (where the underlying undirected graph ofN is obtained
by replacing every directed edge by an undirected edge), see Figure 9.
Let Q be an up-down path between nodes u and v of length at least 2 in a tree-child network N .
An edge (u, v), if it exists, is called a shortcut. In some papers, the notion of a shortcut (also known as
a redundant arc) is defined on directed paths rather than on up-down paths [1, 24]. For the purposes
of this paper and since a directed path is by definition an up-down path (without the ‘up’ portion), we
define shortcuts on the up-down paths. Call an up-down path which has no shortcuts in N a shortcut free
up-down path. Note that shortest up-down paths are necessarily shortcut free. Let N ′ be a maximum
subnetwork of N obtained by deleting some reticulation edge (u, r). Let P ′ be an xy up-down path in N ′
for nodes x, y. Reinsert the edge (u, r) in N ′. Then the xy up-down path P ′, together with any nodes
in {u, r} that intersect some edge of P ′, is called the embedded path of P ′ in N .
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Fig. 8 Ni for i = 1, 2, . . . , 8 refers to the MLLS of a level-4 tree-child network N obtained by deleting the reticulation
edge i. BT (N) is the blob tree of the network N and BT (Ni) is the blob tree of Ni for each i. The foundation nodes are
highlighted in yellow.
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Fig. 9 A network N on 4 leaves. The shortest ac up-down distance is 5 (blue dash-dotted path) however, the shortest ac
distance in the underlying undirected graph of N is 4 (red dashed path).
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Lemma 14 In a tree-child network, deleting a single reticulation edge can reduce the up-down distance
between any two leaves by at most one.
Proof. Let N be a tree-child network and let N ′ be a maximum subnetwork of N obtained by deleting
some reticulation edge (u, r). Let v be the parent of r in N that is not u. Take any xy up-down path P ′
in N ′, and let P be its embedded path in N . Let P ∗ be an up-down path in N derived from P by taking
the shortcut (u, r) if it is a shortcut in P . We show that |P ∗| ≤ |P ′| + 1. Now compared to P ′, the
up-down path P contains at most 2 additional nodes - the nodes u and r. If it contains:
– 0 additional nodes then (u, r) cannot be a shortcut of the embedded path P . So, |P | = |P ∗| = |P ′|;
– 1 additional node then again, (u, r) cannot be a shortcut of the embedded path P . So, |P | = |P ∗| =
|P ′|+ 1;
– 2 additional nodes then (u, r) must be a shortcut in P , as otherwise deleting (u, r) disconnects P ′.
This implies that currently, P contains all three of the points {u, v, r}. Then |P ′| = |P |−2 ≥ |P ∗|−1,
where the inequality follows as taking a shortcut reduces the length of an up-down path by at least 1.
It then follows that a single reticulation edge deletion fromN can reduce dN (x, y) for any two leaves x, y ∈
N by at most 1.
Lemma 15 Let N be a tree-child network. For each pair of leaves {x, y}, exactly one of the following
cases holds (see Figure 10):
– N contains a cherry Λ(x, y) with nodes a, x, y and edges (a, x), (a, y);
– N contains a cherry subdivided by one tree node. If this tree node is the parent of y, there is a
subgraph with nodes a, b, c, x, y and edges (a, x), (a, b), (b, y), (b, c), which we call λ(x, y);
– N contains a reticulated cherry, which is a cherry subdivided by one reticulation. If this reticulation
is the parent of y, there is a subgraph with nodes a, b, c, i, x, y and edges (a, x), (a, c), (b, c), (c, y), (i, a)
which we call K(x, y);
– if i = b then we also call this shape A(x, y);
– if i 6= b then we also call this shape H(x, y).
– if dN (x, y) ≥ 4, we say that N contains Π(x, y).
Hence, there are eight possibilities in total: Λ(x, y), λ(x, y), λ(y, x), A(x, y), A(y, x), H(x, y), H(y, x), Π(x, y),
each of which we call a shape. However, keep in mind that when N contains Π(x, y), this does not mean
just that there exists an xy up-down path of length at least 4, but also that there does not exist an xy
up-down path of length at most 3.
Proof. We employ the following distance arguments.
– If dN (x, y) = 2 then N must contain Λ(x, y).
– If dN (x, y) = 3 then there is at most one reticulation on the shortest xy up-down path. So if in
addition we have that
– there are no reticulations on the shortest xy up-down path. Then N must contain λ(x, y) or λ(y, x);
– there is one reticulation on the shortest xy up-down path then N must contain a reticulated
cherry K(x, y) or K(y, x). If in addition we have that
• the parent of x and the parent of y share a common parent, then we say specifically that N
must contain A(x, y) or A(y, x);
• the parent of x and the parent of y do not share a common parent, then we say specifically
that N must contain H(x, y) or H(y, x).
– If dN (x, y) ≥ 4 then N must contain Π(x, y).
We now show that the shape on leaves x and y in a tree-child network is identifiable from the shapes
on x and y in its MLLSs. This is summarized in Table 1. We start with the following theorem, which
shows that each shape is preserved in at least one MLLS.
Theorem 4 Let N be a level-k tree-child network where k ≥ 2, and let x, y be two leaves in N . If N
contains Λ(x, y), λ(x, y), A(x, y), H(x, y) or Π(x, y), then there is an MLLS of N containing Λ(x, y),
λ(x, y), A(x, y), H(x, y) or Π(x, y) respectively.
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λ(x; y)Λ(x; y) K(x; y) A(x; y) H(x; y) Π(x; y)
Fig. 10 All possible shapes on two leaves {x, y} (up to permuting x and y). The dashed line indicates that any ib up-down
path has length at least 2.
Proof. In this proof, we refer to the node labels used in Lemma 15.
The case that N contains Λ(x, y) is trivial.
Now suppose N contains λ(x, y). If c, the sibling of y, is a reticulation then deleting the reticulation
edge leading into c that is not (b, c) returns an MLLS containing λ(x, y). If c is not a reticulation then
deleting any reticulation edge will not affect the shortest xy up-down path. This results in an MLLS
containing λ(x, y).
Suppose N contains A(x, y). As x, y are leaves, A(x, y) is a level-1 blob and thus by definition, every
MLLS of N contains A(x, y).
Suppose N contains H(x, y). If the blob containing the reticulation of H(x, y) is of level lower than k,
then every MLLS of N contains H(x, y), and we are done. So suppose this blob is level-k. As k ≥ 2, there
exists a reticulation r, which is not c, with reticulation edges e and f . Let N ′ and N ′′ be the MLLSs
of N obtained by deleting e and f (amongst other reticulation edges) respectively. We claim that at
least one of N ′ or N ′′ contains H(x, y). Indeed, if N ′ contains A(x, y), then in N , either b or i must
be incident to e, as otherwise a and c will still have different parents after deleting e and cleaning up.
Now, b cannot be incident to e as it violates the tree-child property, regardless of whether b is the tree
node or the reticulation incident to e. Then i must be incident to e. If i is r, then we note that b cannot
be the parent of i due to the tree-child property. This implies that upon deleting e and cleaning up, a
and c have different parents, and subsequently N ′ contains H(x, y). Thus this case is impossible. If, on
the other hand, i is the tree node of e, then neither i nor b are suppressed after deleting f and cleaning
up. This implies that N ′′ contains H(x, y).
Suppose N contains Π(x, y). Suppose first that dN (x, y) ≥ 5. Take any xy up-down path in N , and
consider BT (N). Note that any up-down path in N can be mapped to an up-down path in BT (N). The
‘up’ portion of the path passes through the blob nodes containing x in their label, until the first blob
node containing y is reached. The ‘down’ portion of the path passes through the blob nodes containing y
in their label, until a lowest blob node containing y is reached. In particular, the apex is contained in
the lowest blob which contains both x and y in their leaf-descendant set. So every xy up-down path
in N passes through the same set of blobs B. Furthermore, every xy up-down paths enter and leave the
blobs B ∈ B at the same nodes. Let tB and hB denote these nodes respectively.
We claim that there is a reticulation edge we can delete from any blob B ∈ B of level-k such that
every xy up-down path uses at least one edge from B in the resultant subnetwork. We assume lvl(B) = k
as otherwise the claim holds trivially. At least one of tB or hB must be a reticulation, since we enter, pass
through, and leave the blob B. We consider the cases when they are both reticulations and when tB is a
reticulation but hB is not. Suppose first that tB and hB are both reticulations. Then B must contain the
apex of any xy up-down path; furthermore because of the tree-child property, the shortest tBhB up-down
distance must be at least 3. Then deleting a reticulation edge incident to hB either disconnects the xy
up-down path or reduces the length by at most 1. In any case, at least one edge of B is still used in the xy
up-down paths in the resultant subnetwork. Now suppose that tB is the only reticulation. Suppose hB is
not incident to any reticulation edge. Since lvl(B) = k ≥ 2, there exists a reticulation edge we can delete
from B, such that neither tB, hB, nor the edge (tB, hB) are suppressed. Now suppose hB is incident to a
reticulation edge into a reticulation r. If this edge is also incident to tB, then again since lvl(B) = k ≥ 2,
there exists a reticulation edge we can delete from B, such that neither tB, hB, nor the edge (tB, hB)
are suppressed. Finally if the edge is not incident to tB, then deleting the reticulation edge incident to r
that is not (hB, r) ensures that tB, hB, nor (tB, hB) are suppressed. In any case, deleting the chosen
reticulation edge returns a subnetwork in which an edge of B is used in every xy up-down path.
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So if |B| ≥ 2, then there exists an MLLS Nmlls in which all xy up-down paths use at least two edges
from the blobs in B plus at least three edges connecting the two blobs, x, and y. Therefore, dNmlls(x, y) ≥
5. If |B| = 1 then by Lemma 14, there exists an MLLS Nmlls with dNmlls(x, y) ≥ 4. Thus, if dN (x, y) ≥ 5
then there is an MLLS of N containing Π(x, y) (Figure 11).
{x, . . .}
{x, . . .}
{x, . . . , y}
{y, . . .}
{y, . . .}
{y, . . .}
tB
hB
tB′ hB′ BT (N)
Fig. 11 Proof visual of Theorem 4, dN (x, y) ≥ 5 case. The red dashed up-down path in BT (N) represents the trajectory
of every xy up-down path in N , and consequently the set of blobs B through which every xy up-down path passes. A
zoomed-in portion of the two particular blob nodes illustrates the entry point tB and exit hB in N , and the case for when
both points can be reticulations.
Suppose now that dN (x, y) = 4. We first show that there are at most 2 shortest xy up-down paths
in N . Let u, v be the parents of x, y respectively. Then any shortest xy up-down path is always of the
form (x, u), (u,w), (w, v), (v, y) (disregarding directions) where w is some node in N , and one of u, v, w
is the apex of the shortest up-down path. Note that u and v are always included in any xy up-down
path, since they are the parents of x and y respectively. Therefore, having two shortest xy up-down
paths where u and v are the apex in each would create a cycle in N , contradicting the fact that N is a
phylogenetic network. Therefore if u is the apex of a shortest xy up-down path in N then there cannot
be a shortest xy up-down path where v is the apex. There can be, however, a second shortest xy up-down
path in N where w is the apex.
Since u, v are contained in all xy up-down paths, we have that if two shortest xy up-down paths have
the same apex then they must be the same up-down paths. Otherwise the network would not be binary,
or there would be parallel edges. If there were more than two shortest xy up-down paths then at least
one of u or w would have degree greater than 3. This implies N is nonbinary, so there can be at most two
shortest xy up-down paths. This is shown in Figure 12. Note that if there are two shortest xy up-down
paths in N then it must be isomorphic to the one shown in Figure 12, as otherwise the only other option
would be to have w and w′ be the apex, in which case w′ would be a parent of 2 reticulations, deeming N
to be not tree-child.
Now we show that if dN (x, y) = 4 then there is always an MLLS of N containing Π(x, y).
Suppose first that there are two shortest xy up-down paths. Then, as stated before, it is isomorphic
to the diagram shown in Figure 12. There are no reticulation edges incident to either of the shortest
paths other than on the reticulation at v. In particular (w, z) cannot be a reticulation edge because N
is tree-child. As lvl(N) ≥ 2, there is another reticulation edge e incident to a reticulation that is not v.
Indeed, parents of x and y remain different and non-adjacent in the MLLS obtained by deleting e. This
particular MLLS contains Π(x, y).
Now suppose there is only one shortest xy up-down path P . There are 5 nodes on P including x
and y, and there are at most two reticulation edges incident to P and at most one on P by the tree-child
property. Since lvl(N) ≥ 2, there is at least one reticulation edge such that its deletion does not affect P .
Deleting this reticulation edge and cleaning up ensures that the parents of x and y remain different and
non-adjacent in the resultant MLLS. Therefore, there exists an MLLS of N which contains Π(x, y).
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w
′
u
w
v
x yz
Fig. 12 An example of 2 shortest xy up-down paths in N , whenever dN (x, y) = 4. One up-down path (red dashed)
is (x, u), (u,w), (w, v), (v, y) and the other (blue dash-dotted) (x, u), (u,w′), (w′, v), (v, y) (disregarding directions).
Thus if dN (x, y) = 4 then there exists an MLLS of N containing Π(x, y). Therefore if N con-
tains Π(x, y), there exists an MLLS of N containing Π(x, y).
Lemma 16 For a tree-child network N , if N contains Π(x, y) then no MLLS of N contains Λ(x, y).
Proof. We prove the contrapositive. Suppose one of the MLLSs Nmlls of N contains Λ(x, y). Add the
deleted reticulation edges back to Nmlls. Then every node on a shortest xy up-down path, excluding the
apex and the leaves x, y, is incident to a reticulation edge. We first show that these nodes cannot be pure
nodes in N .
Suppose for a contradiction that one of these nodes p is a pure node in N . Then p must be a tree
node, and there must exist two disjoint paths from p to its reticulation child r. Without loss of generality,
suppose that p is above x. Since p must be above r via a path that does not use the edge (p, r), there
exists a node z that is above x and below p such that z is above r. When we delete the reticulation edges
again to obtain Nmlls, we must delete two edges from the blob with pure node p, which is impossible.
We have a contradiction.
Now suppose for a contradiction that there are two nodes u, v on a shortest xy up-down path in N
excluding the apex. By our assumption, u and v are contained in a level-k blob. By the above claim,
neither u nor v can be pure nodes in N , and we note that the blob containing u contains the apex, and
the blob containing v also contains the apex. This implies that u and v are contained in the same level-k
blob. To obtain Nmlls, only one of u or v can be suppressed. In particular, (u, v) cannot be an edge
in N as otherwise, this blob would be a level-1 blob. This implies that Nmlls does not contain Λ(x, y), a
contradiction.
Therefore, there can only be one node on a shortest xy up-down path in N excluding the apex, and
thus dN (x, y) ≤ 3. Hence N does not contain Π(x, y).
Theorem 5 Let N be a level-k tree-child network where k ≥ 2, and let x, y be two leaves in N . The
shape on {x, y} in N is identifiable from the shapes on {x, y} in the MLLSs.
Proof. We now prove a series of claims which state that N contains a certain shape if and only if there
are distinct MLLSs of N containing certain shape(s) on {x, y}, and not containing certain other shape(s)
on {x, y}.
Claim 1: N contains Λ(x, y) if and only if all MLLSs of N contain Λ(x, y).
Proof 1: To show necessity, suppose N contains Λ(x, y) so that dN (x, y) = 2. Since the parent of x and y is
a tree node, there is no reticulation edge incident to Λ(x, y). Then Λ(x, y) is contained in every maximum
subnetwork of N , and therefore in every MLLS of N .
For sufficiency, suppose for a contradiction that all MLLSs of N on X contain Λ(x, y), but N does
not. If N contains λ(x, y), λ(y, x),K(x, y),K(y, x), or Π(x, y) then, as these are the only possible shapes
and their shapes are preserved in some MLLSs by Theorem 4, we have our required contradiction. Thus
the claim holds.
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Claim 2: N contains λ(x, y) if and only if there exists an MLLS of N containing λ(x, y) and no MLLSs
of N contain λ(y, x),K(x, y),K(y, x) or Π(x, y).
Proof 2: To show necessity note that by Theorem 4, there is an MLLS of N that contains λ(x, y). The only
possible reticulation edge incident to λ(x, y) is at b whenever c is a reticulation. Deleting the edge (b, c)
returns an MLLS containing Λ(x, y), and deleting the reticulation edge incident to c that is not (b, c)
returns an MLLS containing λ(x, y). All other reticulation edges do not intersect λ(x, y) and hence their
deletions do not affect λ(x, y). Thus an MLLS of N does not contain λ(y, x),K(x, y),K(y, x) nor Π(x, y).
The condition is therefore necessary.
To show sufficiency, suppose for a contradiction that the conditions hold but N does not con-
tain λ(x, y). If N contains Λ(x, y) then by Claim 1, no MLLSs of N contain λ(x, y), a contradiction.
If N contains λ(y, x),K(x, y),K(y, x), or Π(x, y) then, as these are the only possible shapes and their
shapes are preserved in some MLLSs by Theorem 4, we have our required contradiction. The condition
is necessary and the claim holds.

Since A(x, y) is a level-1 blob in N for two leaves x, y ∈ X , Claim 3 is trivially true.
Claim 3: N contains A(x, y) if and only if all MLLSs of N contain A(x, y).
When N contains H(x, y), let BH be the blob containing the reticulation in H(x, y).
Claim 4:
– N contains H(x, y) and lvl(BH) = k if and only if there exist distinct MLLSs of N containing Λ(x, y)
and H(x, y), and no MLLSs of N contain K(y, x).
– N contains H(x, y) and lvl(BH) < k if and only if all MLLSs of N contain H(x, y).
Proof 4: We first prove the first statement of the claim. We first show necessity. Isolating 〈x, y〉 returns
an MLLS of N containing Λ(x, y). By Theorem 4, there is an MLLS of N which contains H(x, y). For
the third condition, suppose for a contradiction that some MLLS Nmlls of N contains K(y, x). Since we
have a reticulation on y in H(x, y), and because isolating 〈x, y〉 returns Λ(x, y), Nmlls must have been
obtained by cutting 〈x, y〉. But then we have that the node b, the grandparent of y, has only reticulation
children in N , contradicting the tree-child property of N . We therefore have necessity.
To show sufficiency, suppose for a contradiction that the conditions hold but N does not con-
tain H(x, y). If N contains Λ(x, y) then by Claim 1, no MLLSs of N contain H(x, y), a contradiction. If N
contains λ(x, y) or λ(y, x) then no MLLSs of N contains H(x, y) by Claim 2, a contradiction. If N con-
tains A(x, y) then no MLLSs of N contains Λ(x, y) by Claim 3, a contradiction. If N contains K(y, x) then
the shape is preserved in some MLLS of N by Theorem 4, a contradiction. Finally if N contains Π(x, y)
then no MLLS of N contains Λ(x, y) by Lemma 16, a contradiction. As these are the only possibilities,
necessity follows. The claim holds for lvl(BH) = k.
We now prove the second statement of the claim. We first show necessity. Now suppose that N
contains H(x, y) and lvl(BH) < k. Then none of the reticulation edges in BH are deleted to obtain any
of the MLLSs of N by definition. It follows that all MLLSs of N contain H(x, y).
We now show sufficiency. Suppose first that every MLLS of N contains H(x, y). If N contained a
shape that was not H(x, y), then there exists an MLLS of N that contains that particular shape by
Theorem 4. As this is a contradiction, we have that N contains H(x, y). To show that lvl(BH) < k,
we note that if this was not the case, i.e., if lvl(BH) = k, then we have shown above that an MLLS
of N would contain Λ(x, y), which is a contradiction. So we must have that N contains H(x, y) and
that lvl(BH) < k.

Claim 5: N contains Π(x, y) if and only if there exists an MLLS of N containing Π(x, y) and no MLLSs
of N contain Λ(x, y).
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Proof 5: We first show necessity. There is an MLLS of N that contains Π(x, y) by Theorem 4. By
Lemma 16, no MLLSs of N contains Λ(x, y).
To show sufficiency, suppose for a contradiction that the conditions hold, but that N does not con-
tain Π(x, y). If N contains Λ(x, y) then by Claim 1, every MLLS of N contains Λ(x, y), a contradiction.
If N contains λ(x, y) or λ(y, x) then no MLLSs of N contain Π(x, y) by Claim 2, a contradiction. If N
contains A(x, y) or A(y, x) then all MLLSs of N contains A(x, y) or A(y, x) by Claim 3. This is a con-
tradiction as no MLLSs of N would contain Π(x, y). If N contains H(x, y) or H(y, x) then we split into
two cases. Recall that BH is the blob of N which contains H(x, y) or H(y, x). If lvl(BH) < k then all
MLLSs of N contains H(x, y) or H(y, x) by Claim 4. This is a contradiction as no MLLSs of N would
contain Π(x, y). If lvl(BH) = k then there exists an MLLS of N which contains Λ(x, y) by Claim 4, a
contradiction. The condition is sufficient. The claim therefore holds.

Theorem 5 is summarized in table 1. The table covers all of the different cases, showing which shapes
can appear in MLLSs given the shape that the original network contains. For any two rows in the table,
there is some column in which one row has a check and the other a cross. Thus, we can distinguish
between any two cases just by looking at the MLLSs, and so we can determine the structure between x
and y on N . Because the given shapes are the only possibilities between two leaves x and y, the table
covers all possible cases.
N contains Λ(x, y) A(x, y) A(y, x) H(x, y) H(y, x) λ(x, y) λ(y, x) Π(x, y)
Λ(x, y) X X X X X X X X
A(x, y) X X X X X X X X
H(x, y) X(X) X(X) X(X) X(X) X(X) ?(X) ?(X) ?(X)
λ(x, y) ? X X X X X X X
Π(x, y) X ? ? ? ? ? ? X
A(y, x) X X X X X X X X
H(y, x) X(X) X(X) X(X) X(X) X(X) ?(X) ?(X) ?(X)
λ(y, x) ? X X X X X X X
Table 1 Given a tree-child network N contains one of the {x, y} shapes listed in the first column, for each shape listed
on the first row, this shape must appear in an MLLS of N if there is a checkmark (X), this shape cannot appear in an
MLLS if there is a cross (X), and a question mark (?) means either could be possible. In the rows H(x, y) and H(y, x), the
non-bracketed marks are for the case lvl(BH ) = k and the bracketed marks are for the case lvl(BH ) < k.
5 Reconstructibility of Tree-Child Networks
In this section, we show that the class of tree-child networks, excluding trees and level-1 networks with
girth at most 4, is MLLS-reconstructible and thus level-reconstructible and subnetwork-reconstructible
(where the girth is the length of a smallest cycle in the underlying undirected graph). A pair of level-1
networks with girth 3 and a triple of level-1 networks with girth 4 that is not subnetwork-reconstructible
is shown in Figure 13.
Following the leaf pair analysis in Section 4, we show here that it is possible to infer the location
of a missing reticulation edge for level-k blobs from the MLLSs. By Lemma 7, there exists a cherry or
a reticulated cherry in every tree-child network. We know that the common parents within cherries are
level-0 blobs and A shapes are level-1 blobs. Then, the reconstruction of level-k blobs can be accomplished
by reconstructing an H shape of every level-k blob.
We start by analyzing the possible shapes on x, y after cutting a reticulated cherry on x and y, see
Figure 14 for examples.
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(a) (b)
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Fig. 13 (a) Two non-isomorphic level-1 networks with girth 3 that share the same subnetworks. (b) Three non-isomorphic
level-1 networks with girth 4 that share the same subnetworks.
Lemma 17 Let N be a tree-child network and suppose N contains H(x, y) on a leaf pair {x, y}. Then
the maximum subnetwork obtained by cutting the reticulated cherry 〈x, y〉 contains one of λ(x, y), λ(y, x),
or Π(x, y). Furthermore, all other maximum subnetworks of N contain either Λ(x, y) or H(x, y).
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that cutting 〈x, y〉 returns a maximum subnetwork N ′ of N containing
either Λ(x, y),K(x, y), or K(y, x). If N ′ contains Λ(x, y), then the parent of x and the parent of y must
share a common parent inN . This implies thatN contains A(x, y), a contradiction. IfN ′ containsK(x, y),
then the parent of y is a child of a reticulation in N . This contradicts the tree-child property of N . N ′
cannot contain K(y, x) by Theorem 5.
To prove the second statement of the lemma, note that isolating H(x, y) returns a maximum subnet-
work of N that contains Λ(x, y), and deleting any reticulation edge that is not incident to y returns a
maximum subnetwork that contains H(x, y), since the parent of x and the parent of y is not suppressed
and they are adjacent.
x y
a
z
b
c
i
x y
a
z
b
c
i
x y
i
a
c
b
λ(x; y) Π(x; y)λ(y; x)
Fig. 14 The three cases for H(x, y) in Lemma 17. Deleting edge (a, c) yields λ(x, y), λ(y, x), and Π(x, y) respectively.
We now show how we can reconstruct a blob containing the reticulation of a reticulated cherry, see
Figure 15 for an example.
Lemma 18 Let N be a level-k tree-child network, and suppose N contains H(x, y) for a leaf pair {x, y}.
Suppose in addition that the blob B containing the reticulation of H(x, y) is level-k. Then we can recon-
struct B in the MLLSs of N .
Proof. By Theorem 5 and Lemma 17, N contains H(x, y) if and only if all MLLSs of N contain
either Λ(x, y), H(x, y), λ(x, y), λ(y, x), or Π(x, y), and there exist distinct MLLSs of N that con-
tain Λ(x, y), H(x, y), and one of λ(x, y), λ(y, x), or Π(x, y). Now find the MLLS Nmlls of N that con-
tains one of λ(x, y), λ(y, x), or Π(x, y). Introduce nodes a, c directly above x, y respectively, and add an
edge (a, c) to Nmlls. This reconstructs the blob B in Nmlls.
It remains to show how to reconstructB in the other MLLSs. Hence, consider an arbitraryMLLSNmlls1 .
Let A ⊆ X denote the set of leaf-descendants of the pure node p of B in N . Then A is a node of BT (N).
Let Γ (A) denote the set of all children of A in BT (N). Let pi for i = 1, . . . , |Γ (A)| denote the corre-
sponding pure nodes in N . In N , delete the tree edge leading into p, and also delete the two outgoing
edges of pi for i = 1, . . . , |Γ (A)|, but do not clean up. Call the component that contains the node p the
B-part of N . By Theorem 2, the MLLS Nmlls1 contains a pure node q with leaf-descendant set A and
pure nodes qi with leaf-descendant set equal to each set in Γ (A). In N
mlls
1 , delete the tree edge leading
into q, and also delete the two outgoing edges of qi, for i = 1, . . . , |Γ (A)|, but do not clean up. Call the
component that contains the node q the B-part of Nmlls1 . We can then reconstruct the blob B in N
mlls
1
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by replacing the B-part of Nmlls1 by the B-part of N
mlls. Since B is reconstructed correctly in Nmlls,
and since an edge deletion from a blob does not affect the network outside of the blob, it follows that
this replacement correctly reconstructs the blob B in Nmlls1 .
w x y zt u v w x y zt u vw x y zt u v
Nmax
1
contains Λ(x, y) Nmax
3
contains Π(x, y)Nmax
2
contains H(x, y)
a
c
p p p
w x y z
p
w x y zt u v
Reconstructing B in Nmax
1
p
N
mlls
1
N
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2
N
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Fig. 15 Three MLLSs Nmlls
1
, Nmlls
2
, and Nmlls
3
of a level-2 tree-child network containing exactly two level-2 blobs. The
three MLLSs contain Λ(x, y), H(x, y), and Π(x, y) respectively. We reconstruct the blob B with pure node p in Nmlls
3
initially, then reconstruct it in the other MLLSs. In Nmlls
3
, nodes a, c are inserted directly above x, y respectively, and an
edge (a, c) is added (red dashed edge). To reconstruct B in Nmlls
1
the pendant subnetwork rooted at p is replaced by the
reconstructed pendant subnetwork.
Definition 11 Let N be a tree-child network. A cherry Λ(x, y) is reduced by deleting the node y and
cleaning up (same definition as in [2]). A reticulated cherry K(x, y) is reduced by isolating K(x, y) and
reducing the resultant cherry Λ(x, y) (different definition to one in [2]).
The following observation shows how we can obtain the MLLSs of a network obtained by reducing a
reticulated cherry from the MLLSs of the original network. Note that a maximum subnetwork obtained
by isolating a reticulated cherry in a tree-child network remains tree-child by Lemma 3 and that a network
obtained by reducing a cherry in a tree-child network also remains tree-child [2].
Lemma 19 Let N be a level-k tree-child network with a cherry or a reticulated cherry on a leaf pair {x, y},
and let N ′ be the tree-child network obtained by reducing {x, y} from N .
– If N contains H(x, y) and the blob B containing H(x, y) is of level-k, then, in each MLLS of N ,
reconstruct B by Lemma 18 and subsequently reduce the reticulated cherry H(x, y).
– Otherwise, reduce {x, y} in all MLLSs of N .
Let S denote the set of networks we obtain from either of the above two cases. Then S is precisely the set
of all MLLSs of N ′.
Proof. The MLLSs of N ′ are obtained by first reducing {x, y} from N and then finding the MLLSs of
the resulting network. Since deleting edges from blobs has no effect on all other blobs in the network, we
can in fact switch the order of reducing {x, y} and deleting edges from level-k blobs. In particular, the
MLLSs of N ′ can also be obtained by deleting exactly one reticulation edge from all level-k blobs of N
(that are not B, in the case that N contains H(x, y) and the blob B containing H(x, y) is of level-k),
and then subsequently reducing {x, y} in all the resulting subnetworks. The latter process of obtaining
the MLLSs of N ′ is exactly how the set S is obtained, and therefore S is precisely the set of all MLLSs
of N ′.
Theorem 6 The class of binary level-k tree-child networks is MLLS-reconstructible, for k ≥ 2.
Proof. We prove by induction on |X | that, for each level-k tree-child network N on X with MLLS setM,
the network N is the unique level-k tree-child network with MLLS set M. The base case |X | = 1 is
trivially true as when there is only one leaf, any network of level-2 or higher is no longer tree-child. So
suppose |X | > 1 and that the claim is true for each level-k tree-child network on at most |X | − 1 leaves.
Let N be a level-k tree-child network on X and letM be its MLLS set. We will show that the network N
can be reconstructed from M, thus showing that N is the unique network with MLLS set M.
By Lemma 7, there exists at least one leaf pair {x, y} that forms a cherry or a reticulated cherry in N .
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If N contains H(x, y) and the blob B containing the reticulation of H(x, y) is of level-k, then correctly
reconstruct B in each element of M as outlined in Lemma 18. By Theorem 5, there is no other way of
reconstructing the blob B. We update the elements of M by doing so. If B is the only level-k blob, we
are done. Otherwise, we proceed as follows. Note that we can do this, as we can identify all level-k blobs
by Lemma 13.
At this point, all networks inM contain the same shape on {x, y}. Either all networks contain Λ(x, y),
all networks contain A(x, y), or all networks contain H(x, y).
Reduce {x, y} in each network of M, and call this new set of networks S. Each network in S is tree-
child and contains |X | − 1 leaves. By Lemma 19, S is the set of all MLLSs of N ′, the level-k tree-child
network obtained by reducing {x, y} in N . By the induction hypothesis, N ′ is the unique level-k tree-child
networks with MLLS set S. Reconstructing N ′ and undoing the reduction operation on {x, y} yields the
tree-child network N , which is therefore the unique level-k tree-child network with MLLS set M.
Gambette et al. have shown that level-1 networks with girth at least 5 are level-reconstructible [5].
The next corollary follows from their results, Observation 1, Theorem 6, and the following observation.
Observation 3 Let N and N ′ be two tree-child networks that are both either level at least 2 or girth at
least 4. If the level of N and N ′ is different, then they do not have the same set of lower-level subnetworks.
Corollary 3 The class of tree-child networks, excluding trees and level-1 networks with girth at most 4,
is MLLS-reconstructible, level-reconstructible and subnetwork-reconstructible.
6 Reconstruction Algorithm for Tree-Child Networks
In this section we present an algorithm in the form of pseudo-code for reconstructing tree-child networks
from their MLLSs. As shown in Section 5, we need only to reconstruct the H shapes contained in level-
k blobs. Algorithm 1 systematically rebuilds every level-k blob from the bottom-up, reducing common
pendant subnetworks to leaves on the way. We give an example of Algorithm 1 in Figure 16. To keep
the description of the algorithm concise, it assumes that the input T consists of the set of MLLSs of
some level-k tree-child network, with k ≥ 2. Nevertheless, the algorithm can in principle also be used to
decide whether such a network exists or not. If the algorithm returns a network N , then we can check
whether T = Nmlls(N). If this is not the case, or the algorithm fails to output a network, then such a
network does not exist (see Theorem 7). Checking whether T = Nmlls(N) can be done in O(|T |2|X |2)
time, because checking whether two tree-child networks are isomorphic can be done in O(|X |2) time [4].
Moreover, the algorithm can even be applied to an arbitrary set of level-k − 1 tree-child networks as
input. If a network displaying the input networks exists the algorithm may find it, but is not guaranteed
to do so (see Theorem 8.)
Before presenting the algorithm, we first go over a few key ideas required to prove the correctness
and find the time complexity of the algorithm. We reiterate the idea of collapsing a pendant subnetwork
from a network (presented in Subsection 3.3, and additionally define what it means to collapse a common
pendant subnetwork from a set of networks. Let N be a network and let NA be a pendant subnetwork
of N rooted by a node with leaf-descendant set A. Collapsing NA from N means that we replace NA by
a leaf A. Let N \NA denote the network obtained by collapsing NA from N . Let M be a set of networks
containing a common pendant subnetwork NA. Collapsing NA from M means that we collapse NA from
every network in M. Let M\NA denote the set of networks obtained by collapsing NA from M.
Lemma 20 Let N be a level-k tree-child network where k ≥ 2. If there exists a common pendant subnet-
work NA for the MLLSs of N , then NA is a pendant subnetwork of N .
Proof. Consider the blob tree BT (NA). Since NA is a common pendant subnetwork of all MLLSs of N ,
the blob tree BT (NA) is a common pendant subtree of all blob trees of the MLLSs of N . By Theo-
rem 2, BT (N) must contain BT (NA). By Lemma 13, NA must be a level-k
′ < k network. This implies
that no edge was deleted from NA in obtaining the MLLSs of N . Therefore NA is a pendant subnetwork
of N .
The following two observations follow directly from Lemma 13.
Observation 4 Let N be a level-k tree-child network where k ≥ 2. There exists no common pendant
subnetwork for the MLLSs of N if and only if all lowest blobs in N are of level-k.
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Observation 5 Let N be a level-k tree-child network where k ≥ 2. There exists a common pendant
subnetwork NA for the MLLSs of N if and only if there exists a common pendant subtree rooted at A for
the blob trees of the MLLSs of N .
Data: A set T = Nmlls(N) for some level-k tree-child network N , where k ≥ 2
Result: The network N
1 Update T by collapsing maximal common pendant subnetworks from every network in T ;
2 Find the blob tree for each network in T ;
3 Find a minimal set A that is a node of the blob tree of each network in T ;
4 Find a leaf pair {x, y} where x, y ∈ A such that distinct networks N1, N2, N3 of T
contain Λ(x, y), H(x, y), and one of λ(x, y), λ(y, x), or Π(x, y) respectively;
5 Update N3 by adding nodes a, c directly above x, y respectively and an edge (a, c);
6 Let NA denote the pendant subnetwork rooted at the top node of this blob in N3;
7 for Nmlls ∈ T do
8 Find the pure node p with leaf-descendant set A;
9 Replace the pendant subnetwork rooted at p by NA;
10 Collapse NA from N
mlls;
11 end
12 if T contains a single element T then
13 N ′ := T ;
14 else
15 N ′ := TCMLLS-Reconstruction(T );
16 end
17 Construct N from N ′ by appending the maximal common pendant subnetworks we have collapsed;
18 return N
Algorithm 1: Algorithm TCMLLS-Reconstruction(T )
Theorem 7 Let N be a level-k tree-child network on X where k ≥ 2, and let T = Nmlls(N). Algorithm 1
finds the network N in time O(|T ||X |3/k).
Proof. We first prove the correctness of the algorithm. By Lemma 20, every maximal common pendant
subnetwork of T is a pendant subnetwork of N . Let NA be a maximal common pendant subnetwork of T .
Then we can collapse NA from N and T , solve a smaller instance of the MLLS reconstruction problem by
reconstructing N \NA from T \NA, and then appending NA to the leaf labelled A – which is the final step
of the algorithm – returns the network N . Since all maximal pendant subnetworks are disjoint from one
another, we can repeat this reduction for all maximal pendant subnetworks, by considering the reductions
separately. Let T ′ and N ′ denote the set of networks and network obtained by collapsing these pendant
subnetworks from T and N respectively. By Observation 4, we have that all lowest blobs of N ′ are of
level-k. We search for a lowest level-k blob B by finding a minimal set A′ that is a node of the blob tree
of each network in T . Then A′ is a lowest foundation node of N ′ by Theorem 2. Then we search for a leaf
pair {x, y} which form a reticulated cherry in N ′ with the reticulation in B. We note that such a leaf pair
exists since B is a lowest blob and since we have collapsed all common pendant subnetworks. Moreover,
we can find it by searching for a pair of leaves as described in the algorithm by Table 1 and its proof in
Theorem 5. Now we reconstruct B using the steps outlined in the proof of Lemma 18. Let A′ denote the
leaf-descendant set of B, and let N ′A′ denote the corresponding pendant subnetwork (the subnetwork is
pendant since B is a lowest blob). At this point, if we only needed to reconstruct one level-k blob (i.e.
the case when N ′ contains one level-k blob), then we have reconstructed N ′. Otherwise, collapsing N ′A′
gives the full set of MLLSs of the network N ′ \ N ′A′ . Continuing this reasoning, the recursive call will
return the network N ′. Appending the collapsed maximum common pendant subnetworks to N ′ returns
the network N .
Each recursive call of TCMLLS-Reconstruction reconstructs one level-k blob, and therefore the
algorithm terminates once we have reconstructed all level-k blobs, in which case we have reconstructed
the network.
For the running time, observe that each recursive call of TCMLLS-Reconstruction acts on an
instance Nmlls(N ′) on leaf set X ′ such that |X ′| < |X | and there is one fewer level-k blob that needs
to be reconstructed in the networks of Nmlls(N ′) when compared to that of Nmlls(N). Since every
level-k blob has at least k + 1 outgoing edges, the number of level-k blobs in N is at most |X |/k. Then
TCMLLS-Reconstruction is called at most |X |/k times.
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v x y z x y z x y z x y z
N1 N2 N3 N4
{v, w, x, y, z} {v, w, x, y, z} {v, w, x, y, z} {v, w, x, y, z}
{v, w, x, y} {v, w, x}
BT (N1) BT (N2) BT (N3) BT (N4)
N4 contains Λ({v, w}, x)
N2 contains H({v, w}, x)
N3 contains Π({v, w}, x)
The set of foundation nodes is {{v, w}, {v, w, x, y, z}}
Then we add nodes a, c, and add edges (a, {v, w}), (a, c), (c, x) to N3
{v, w} x y z
N3
a
c
w x y z
N
w w ww v v v
{v, w} {v, w}
{v, w} {x, y}
{v, w}
Upon reconstructing the same blob in N1, N2, and in N4,
We are in the if case of the algorithm, and thus it returns the above network, together with
the cherry Λ(x, y) appended to it.
v
Reconstructing a level k blob
The cherry Λ(v, w) is the only common pendant sub-
network of the input networks. We reduce it to a leaf
{v, w}.
Reducing common pendant subnetworks
input
N1 contains H({v, w}, x)
we note that all the updated networks are isomorphic.
In the reduced networks, we reconstruct the blob with leaf-descendant set {{v, w}, x, y, z}, since
this set corresponds to a lowest foundation node.
Fig. 16 An example of the algorithm TCMLLS-Reconstruction({N1 , N2, N3, N4}). Initially, the common pendant sub-
networks of the four input networks are determined by looking at their blob trees. In this case, this is the cherry Λ(v, w)
(line 1). Upon reducing the cherry Λ(v, w) to a leaf {v, w} in all the MLLSs, the lowest foundation node is found to
be {{v, w}, x, y, z}. We find a leaf pair {{v, w}, x} specified in line 4 of the algorithm. Since N3 contains Π({v, w}, x), we
reconstruct this blob in N3, shown by the red dashed edge (line 5). After reconstructing the same blob in all the other
networks N1, N2 and N4, we see that the networks are all isomorphic (we enter the if statement of line 12). The algorithm
then returns the network N .
Each single iteration of TCMLLS-Reconstruction can be split into four parts - collapsing largest
common pendant subnetworks from the networks (lines 1-2), finding a lowest foundation node A (i.e.,
finding a lowest level-k blob) of N (line 3), reconstructing a lowest level-k blob (lines 4-11), and checking
whether all updated networks are isomorphic to one another (line 12). Finding a largest common pendant
subnetwork can be done by looking at the blob trees, which can all be constructed in O(|T ||X |) time. By
Observation 5, there exists a common pendant subnetwork rooted at the pure node with leaf-descendant
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set A, if there exists a common pendant subtree rooted at A in the blob trees. The number of blob nodes
is maximized for a tree on |X | leaves (or whenever every reticulation is in a triangle), in which case it
contains 2|X | nodes in total (including the root). Then there exist at most |X | − 1 foundation nodes,
and thus at most |X | − 1 pendant subnetworks. Collapsing a pendant subnetwork from a network takes
constant time, and for every possible pendant subnetwork, we iterate through the networks in T . This step
takes O(|T ||X |) time. Finding a lowest foundation node follows immediately as we have found all pendant
subnetworks of the blob trees. Then this step takes constant time. The level-k blob reconstruction chooses
a pair of leaves which descend from a blob and subsequently searches through all networks in T to see if
the pair is the H shape we seek. This takes O(|T ||X |2) time if we try each pair of leaves (or O(|T |2|X |)
time if we try each cherry of each network). Collapsing pendant subnetworks take constant time, and we
do this for every network in T . Therefore the running time for reconstructing a lowest level-k blob still
takes O(|T ||X |2) time (or O(|T |2|X |) time). To decide whether all networks have become isomorphic, we
only need to check whether each blob tree consists of just two nodes (including the root). It is not necessary
to check whether some networks have become isomorphic after each recursion, since the algorithm still
works if the input set contains isomorphic networks. The algorithm terminates when all level-k blobs have
been reconstructed: this is precisely when all networks become isomorphic. Since we can construct (or
update) the blob trees in O(|T ||X |) time, we can decide whether all networks have become isomorphic
in O(|T ||X |) time.
Thus the total time over a single iteration ofTCMLLS-Reconstruction isO(|T ||X |2) (orO(|T |2|X |)).
It follows that the total running time of the algorithm is O(|T ||X |3/k) (or O(|T |2|X |2/k)).
Here we restrict the input data T to be the full-set of MLLSs of some tree-child network N , and
return N . We now show that it is not necessary to have this restriction: in fact, we require only three
MLLSs to reconstruct N . That is, the same three MLLSs can be used to reconstruct each level-k blob.
However, if we do not have all MLLSs, we are unable to identify the level-k blobs. Therefore, we require
here that also the number of reticulations in the network is given.
Theorem 8 Three MLLSs suffice to reconstruct a level-k tree-child network, with k ≥ 2, if the number l
of level-k blobs is known.
Proof. Let N be a level-k tree-child network with l level-k blobs and k ≥ 2. We first pick three MLLSs
Nmlls1 , N
mlls
2 , and N
mlls
3 of N and then show that Algorithm 1 returns N with these inputs and that no
other tree-child network exists with these three MLLSs and l level-k blobs.
Let B1, . . . , Bl denote the level-k blobs in N , and let, for i = 1, . . . , l, ri denote a reticulation in Bi that
is in a lowest reticulated cherry shape, which exists by Lemma 6. Since Bi is a level-k blob where k ≥ 2,
the parents of ri must be non-adjacent (otherwise Bi would be a level-1 blob). Let N
mlls
1 denote the
MLLS of N obtained by cutting the reticulated cherry shapes that contain ri, and let N
mlls
2 denote the
MLLS of N obtained by isolating the reticulated cherry shapes that contain ri. Let N
mlls
3 denote the
MLLS of N obtained by deleting, from each level-k blob Bi, a reticulation edge that is not incident
to ri, and such that the parents of ri remain non-adjacent in N
mlls
3 . To see that such an MLLS exists,
recall that by Theorem 4, we have that if a network contains H(x, y), then there is an MLLS of N that
contains H(x, y). Therefore, by treating each level-k blob Bi as a level-k tree-child network, we may
invoke Theorem 4 to claim that such an MLLS Nmlls3 exists.
Now we show that these three MLLSs suffice to reconstruct N with Algorithm 1. Recall that Al-
gorithm 1 initially collapses all maximal common pendant subnetworks from the input. Let N ′ denote
the network obtained by collapsing the same pendant subnetworks from N . Then, the algorithm finds
a minimal set A that is a node of the blob tree of each of Nmlls1 , N
mlls
2 , N
mlls
3 . By Lemma 12, A is a
leaf of the blob tree of N ′. Since the MLLSs Nmlls1 , N
mlls
2 , N
mlls
3 were constructed in such a way that all
common pendant subnetworks are of level strictly lower than k, the set A is the set of leaf-descendants
of some lowest level-k blob of N ′. Note that, in N ′, r1 is contained in a reticulated cherry H(x, y) for
some leaves x, y, since there are no blobs below B1. By construction, the MLLS N
mlls
1 contains one
of λ(x, y), λ(y, x), or Π(x, y). The MLLS Nmlls2 contains Λ(x, y), and the MLLS N
mlls
3 contains H(x, y).
Hence, we can argue similarly to in the proof of Theorem 7 that the algorithm then reconstructs the
blob B1 in all input MLLSs, and that recursing the algorithm reconstructs the next lowest level-k blob
(which can be reconstructed analogously as done for B1). It follows then that the algorithm reconstructsN
after l recursions of the algorithm.
We now show that no other tree-child level-k network with l level-k blobs exists that displays
Nmlls1 , N
mlls
2 and N
mlls
3 . Suppose such a network N
∗ exists. Then its MLLS set contains Nmlls1 , N
mlls
2
and Nmlls3 . Hence, by the arguments above, running Algorithm 1 on the full set N
mlls(N∗) of MLLSs
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of N∗ returns N . In particular, note that since N∗ has the same number of level-k blobs as N , the
same common pendant subnetworks are collapsed (in each recursive call) when running the algorithm
on Nmlls(N∗) as when we run the algorithm on Nmlls1 , N
mlls
2 and N
mlls
3 . By Theorem 7, running the
algorithm on Nmlls(N∗) returns N∗. Hence, N∗ and N are isomorphic.
Note that in the proof of Theorem 8, we crafted three particular MLLSs Nmlls1 , N
mlls
2 , and N
mlls
3
however, there could be many triples of MLLSs which are sufficient in reconstructing the original network.
Suppose that we have deleted the reticulation edge eji from the blob Bi to obtain the MLLS N
mlls
j
for j = 1, 2, 3. The proof of Theorem 8 depends on the argument that if for every level-k blob, we can
find the particular three shapes, then we can reconstruct said level-k blob. Then we can define three
new MLLSs that are also sufficient for reconstructing N as follows. Let N1 be the MLLS obtained by
deleting one of the three reticulation edges (ej1, e
j
2, e
j
3) from each level-k blob (Bi). Let N2 be the MLLS
obtained by deleting one of the remaining two reticulation edges, and let N3 denote the MLLS obtained
by deleting the remaining reticulation edges from N . If there were l level-k blobs in N , then we would
have 3l possible choices of N1, 2l possible choices of N2, and 1 possible choice of N3. Therefore we have 6l
2
possible choices for having a triple of MLLSs that are sufficient for reconstructing the network, given the
reticulation edges eji . Note that we simply looked at a particular lowest reticulation ri for each level-k
blob Bi, and also note that there could be more than one reticulation edge that we could have deleted
in retrieving the MLLS Nmlls3 (in the proof of Theorem 8). This implies that there could be many more
triples of MLLSs that suffice to reconstruct N .
Therefore, it is possible to reconstruct the network from a subset of the MLLSs, given that they hold
enough information. In particular, if we have the three MLLSs as stated in the proof of Theorem 8, then
our algorithm returns the network in time O(|X |2/k).
7 Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, we have shown that level-k tree-child networks, where k ≥ 2, are determined by their
MLLSs and provided a polynomial-time algorithm for reconstructing such a network from its MLLSs. We
achieved this result by exploiting one of the tree-child properties - the lowest tree node is in a cherry or
a reticulated cherry.
An apparent hindrance to our method is that there is no guarantee nor reason to have the set of all
MLLSs of the original network. Converting sequence data into the MLLSs could be quite challenging,
especially for higher level. It would therefore be interesting to focus on ways to make our results more
practical, possibly employing similar approaches used in methods such as trinet-based methods [20], which
work with subnetworks with only three leaves.
On the positive side, we have shown that it is not necessary to know all MLLSs to reconstruct the
original network: we need only three, see Theorem 8. Therefore, a more plausible application of our
approach would be the following. Suppose, for example, that different studies each manage to produce a
network with some reticulations. However, in each of these networks some actual reticulate events have
been missed, possibly due to computational limitations or lack of data. Then, a method based on our
theoretical results could be used to reconstruct the full network from the networks with missing reticulate
events.
Extending our MLLS reconstructibility results to a more general class of networks is another natural
step forward. We briefly discuss and explain how it might be possible to adapt our results to the class of
valid networks, where every reticulation edge in the network is valid.
In the case of valid networks, it is not always true that there exists a reticulation edge in every blob
whose deletion results in a maximum subnetwork where the blob tree differs from the blob tree of the
original network (i.e., an analogous statement to Observation 2 does not always hold for valid networks).
An example of this, a tessellating crown, is shown in Figure 17.
For leaf pair analysis, there is an extra shape on two leaves {x, y} where both parents px, py of x, y
respectively are reticulations, and they share a common parent gx. This shape, called a 2-reticulated cherry
(see leaves b, c of Figure 17, defined in [3]), is distinct from all others (given we adapt the definition of
when N contains Π(x, y)) as it contains K(x, y) and K(y, x) in its MLLSs respectively. Unlike tree-child
networks, MLLSs of valid networks can contain a cherry, reticulated cherry, or a 2-reticulated cherry
stemming from the lowest tree node. The reconstruction of a 2-reticulated cherry poses a challenge as
there are two potential places to reinsert the reticulation edge. That is, given an MLLS where (gx, px) has
been deleted, we add two nodes a, b with edge (a, b). We know that b must be placed directly above x.
However, we have two possibilities for inserting a above py (illustrated in Figure 18).
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Fig. 17 A valid network with a tessellating crown blob and its blob tree. Deleting any of the reticulation edges keeps the
original blob biconnected, and hence it will not affect the blob tree.
x y
px py
gx
x y
b
a1 a2
py
(a) (b)
Fig. 18 (a) 2-reticulated cherry on {x, y}. (b) MLLS where the red dashed edge is deleted from (a). We have two op-
tions, a1, a2, for inserting the reticulation edge.
Nevertheless, we conjecture the following:
Conjecture 1 The class of binary valid networks is MLLS-reconstructible.
Note here that invalid networks, where not every reticulation edge is valid, are not level-reconstructible
in general. A counter example is given in Figure 19.
x y x y x y x y x y
N1 N2 A(x; y) A(y; x) Λ(x; y)
Fig. 19 Two level-2 networks N1 and N2 are non-isomorphic but have the same lower-level subnetworks. In general, invalid
networks are not level-reconstructible.
Ultimately we wish to characterize precisely which networks are reconstructible from their MLLSs.
Though this could perhaps be possible by an analogous leaf pair analysis as done in Section 4, we quickly
reach a large number of cases, with level-2 networks already containing 15 possible shapes. A more efficient
methodology will be required to treat such general networks. Considering the level-k generators [13] may
perhaps provide an interesting approach to this problem.
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